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ABSTRACT

The consensus opinion on China's and Asia's currency policy is that it is destabilizing and
must ultimately come to abad end. Crises in currency markets and banking systems, painful
trade adjustments, overheating economies, and excessive cross-border debt overhangs are
among the ills forecasted unless there is a substantial adjustment now.

In this paper, we argue that the adjustment will be a long term affair, but nevertheless can
proceed smoothly. In our view, a sensible political economy. whose objectives are the rapid
mobilization of underemployed Asian labor and the accumulation of an efficient capital
stock, is the source of current imba!ances.

The mechanism that regulates the mobilization is a cross-border transfer, through excess

returns to foreign direct investment, to countries like the United States that are willing to

restructure their labor markets to accommodate the restructuring of labor markets in Asia.

A simple but powerful application of the exhaustible resources problem to the Asian labor
problem is sufficient to understand the current organization of the system.



Theconsensus opinion onChina'sand Asia's currency policy is that it is destabilizing
andmust últimately come to a badend... The "undervaluation" of currencies in arder
to generat~ large 1rade surpluses.. the accumulation of immense fofeign exchange

reserves. the distort.ion of world interest rates. investment patterns, and cross-
exchange rates all evidence the instability.' The longer it lasts .the worse and more
abrupt the end will be. both forAsia and the rest of the world. Among the many ills
forecast are:

currency Grises !esulting in discontinuous appreciations al "periphery
exchangerates vs: USO
crisis in periph~ry country banking systems and insolvency af nonfinancial
firms
a rapid rise beyor\d the normal cyclicaf pattern inUS yieJds with balance
sheet problems acrass the world

excessive USgovernment and US foreign debt
Igrge flow problems as the periphery reallocates resources away from traded
goods and a mirror image reallocation in the center

A stepping-stone along tne ~aytothisdísaster is an 6verheating Chiriese economy
with rapid inflation. This,all adds up tothe intensely sour taste of a massive
misdirection of the worlCJ's savings. Ihe only question is when the adíustment will
occur: a big hit now ora much bigger one later.

In this paper, we ar~4ethat ~~~¡adjustment-which indeed must eventually occur-
can proceed smoothly. Tne' catastrophic losses and abrupt price breaks forecast by
the conventional wisdom of mternational macroeconomics~arise fromamodel of very

naive governmenf behavior, In that model, periphery governments stubbornly
maintain a distorted exchañge rate until it is overwhelmed by speculative capital
flows:

In our viewa more sensible political economy is thesource of current imbalances.
The objectives are the rapid mobilization of underemployed Asian labor and the
accumulation of an efficient capital stock. The mechanism that regulates the
mobilization is a cross-border transfer to countries like the United States that are
willing to restructure their labor marketsto accommodate the restructuring of labor
markets in Asia. Oescribing the policies that generate this transfer and their optimal
settings over a finiteadjustment period is equivalent to describing the nature of the
current international monetary system, all its balance-of-'Payments account
relationships. al'\d its evofution. We argue below that a simple but powerful

economic analysis of an exhaustible resource problem suggests that current
conditions in international markets are consistent with a stable and properly

1 The discom!ort with the current situation was carefully set out ~everaJ years ago {Mano, 1999; Obstfeld

and Rogoll,lOOOf. The logic is that although international capital markets were much larger and more
resilient than in the past they could I'\ot support a US currcnt account delicit 01 5% 01 GOP lor long.

Moreover. evel'\ amild withdrawal 01 credit Irom the US-Ior example a reduction in linancing that

required a retum to current account balance-would generate a very large and suddendeprecialion in the
real value 01 thc dollar. The sensitivity 01 real exchange rates to changes in currentaccounts is rclated to

the limited il'\tegrationol goodsmarkets across countries. A related concern then and I'\OW is that the low

leve! of private and government ~avings il'\ the US is generatil'\g a perverse flow 01 world savings to the

United States. Summers (2004) has recently argued, for example, that the single engine for world

recovery. US growth and US fiscal delicits, is a recipe for disaster both lor the US and the rest of the

world.
1 We addthe fright quotes herebecause we believe that invoking "undervaluation" il'\ the context 01

profound underemployment and interl'\al imbalance is more a rhetorical than scientilic usage,
J No one loves thesemódels more than we do; we iust do not think the political economy behind

speculative attack models litsthecurrent situation.



functioning system. Ouranalysis suggests that the system is not headed for a crisis
and will serve to manage the great economic problem of our time, the economic
emergenceof China.

Little Evidence of an Abrupt Break in the System

To some extent the warnings have prov~n correcto The dollar has depreciated
sharply against the euro and other ftoating currencies as priva te investors have
reduced their demand for dollar investments. But, as we hav~ arguedelsewhere,
the other two legs of !he storyare missing to date. US interest rates havenot gone
up to reftectforeign reluctance to lend, given the current stage of the cycle, and the
ftow of world savings to the US has not diminished. Economic growth in A$iahas
not been derailed by domestic overheating orabreakdown inthe internationaltrading

system.

The Quick Erosion as the Game Ends

The reason is no mystery; governments in Asia are providing the necessary financing.
The issue now is how .long this can continue. The conventional view isthat the Asian
governments can fil! the gap for only a ~hort interval ando when the wheels fal! off,
the adjustment costsforthe world economy Will be very heavy.c The mechanism for
the disasteris a familiar refrain. Expectatio~~ for the .large exchange rate change
uneeded" to ucorrectU current imbalances geiierate massive private capital flows 10
the periphery. Capital controls and financial repression are no match for a
determined prívate sector. If inflows are not steliJizeg.the monetarybaseexplodes
and the "needed" real exchange rate adjustment comes through inflation. Faced
with this unpreasant reality central banks giveup and revalue nominar exchange

rates.

But We Are Not Yet at HalfTime

.In the alternative interpretation that we will develop here, the mechanism set out
above isa good description of the final days of the original Bretton Woodssystem. It
is relevant for countries that. are ready to graduate to the center. Butit ignores the
fact thatthe system lasted for two decades. The erosion of the effectjveness of

capital controls and domestic financia! repression foll.ows the developm~nt. of
domestic iinancial markets, and this process typically takes .rnany years.

[n a series of paperS,we haveargued that thecurrent international monetarysystem
can be understoodas a reemergence of the Bretton Woods system.'\n this system.
the center comprises industria! countries with integrated capital m~rkets and floating
exchange rates. An economically important part of the periphery comprises capit~1
account countries (Latin Americar that a1so allow free capital movements and al.lów
their exchange rates to float. The periphery a[so comprises an increasingly
ascendant set OT trade account countries (Asia) that fix or m~n~ge undervalued
exchange rates and are willing as a group 10 generate qfficial capital flows needed to
finance both the consequent current account surpluses andnet private capital

.See Rogoft 12003). As Rogoft puts it, flying on one engine is easy as cómpared \0 landing on onewheel.
5 Dooley, Folkerts-Landau. and Garber (2003a. 2003b. 2004a. 2004b).
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1nflows. 

None ofthe restot1he world's net savings flows intothis part of the
periphery.'

The blunt policy instrument used bythe tráde account region is an "undervalued"
exchange rate that ismaintained by capital controls, domestic financial repression
and official intervention. This po)icy is used during a transition until theperiphery
country graduates to the center. The chanenge isto explain how these policies
generate current accounts, growth rates and relative prices that resemble those
observed today and then 10 projectthese variables into the future. In particular, we
areinterested in t.henatureof optimal policies during the transition and the nature of
the endgame.

Exhaustible Resources

The economics underlying the current global imbalance is best viewed through the
lens of an exhaustible resource modelo The exhaustible resourceis the huge pool of
Asian 1abor that is underemployed by industrial country standards.. Left
underemployed. it Is politically dangérous and socially costiy.. Once employed it
produces a stream of produc-t marginally valued at the global real wage and
contributes to social and political stability.

Butthe fasterit is employed, the greater !he socially costly dislocation of labor in
other coun~ies. So, to avoid commercial policy retaliations, other countries must be
compensatedthro~gh qne transfer ~Ii~ór anoth~r. Pu~another way ,a larger .piece
of the n~w produ~t stream mustbe patd to the tfT!porttng country the faster IS the
absorption of the unemployedpool Since1he pool is exhaustible, these transfer
policies are temporary featuresof the transition.

What Force Drives the Global System 7

China has about 200 million unemP1.oyed or underemployed workers to bring joto the
modern .labor force. For political stability. there is a need for 10.:12 million net new
lobs per year in the urban centers. A growth rate of around 8+ % has served to
employ about 10 million new workers each year. About 3 million have been in the
export sector.'

If the world can absorb politically only the output of an additionall0 million workers
per year (3 million in me export sector). then simple arithmetic indicates that this
surpl.us is a force for twenty years more in the global system. If it can absorb the
surplus faster. say "ata ~ising absolute rate tha"twill keep the Chinese growth rate
constant at 8% until thesurplus is eliminated.. then straightforward compounding and
linearity assumptions Indicate that this will drive the global system ever more
relentlessly for the next 12years (see Chart 1).

"fhis policy has been criticized as wrongheaded in that FDI should be the source 01 global finance lor a

deficit on current account. The principie behind this argument seems to be that the externa! accounts

should be properly balanced as a priority overthe intemal balance. 5ee Goldstein and Lardy (2003). :The

alternative argument is that being a net capital exporter seems to work.

'Exports generate 10% of valueadded in GDP. The export sectorgrows twice as fast as the rest ofthe

economy. 50 25 % 01 al! growth is from the export sector. Because 01 a '¡ower capital-labor ratio than in the

rest or the economy. the exportsector accountsror about 30% 01 employment growth.
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greater the polítical co~t lo the government. The government wants to

reducethispoolquiCkly...but fa,ces increasing foreign economic and politica!
coststhatincrease with thespeed of employmentfrom the pool.
The governmem wants the capital stockaccumulatedas the pooJ of .labor is
absorbed into the industria! sector to be efficient:at the end of the transition
periodo the capital stock should be capab.le. when combinedwith domes tic
labor paid the worldreal wage, of producing goods going forwardthat are

competitive with those produced in other countries.

This lastobjective is a crucial constráint not just any junk make-work project will do
because the history of development has shown repeatedly that this is the way to

en~ame crisis. Our guess is that this objective reduces the chances that a sudden
changein relative prices, notably exchange rat~sand asset prices, at the end of the
transition period is Irkelyto be anoutcome.

Optimal Absorption Rates for the labor Pool: An Exhaustible
Resource Problem

The political economy se! out above suggests that the challenge is to set up a

sharing of benefits with the receiving country (thedestination for this surplus labor
ptoduct) so that it will accept the political costs of the rapid restructuring O.f its own
labor market to accommodate theinéreasedflowof.imports." We will argue that the
stfucture of this fundamental problem in international finance is also' remarkably
analogous to ~nexhaustibre resourcepricíng problem..

1n thecurrent global system. benefitS are shared with importingcountries by initially

giving foreígncapital access to Asían laborat a low domestic real wage relativetothe
world real wage. This gives foreign capital excess profitS for some time period and
provides the resources for foreign capital to utilize to keep home country import
markets apeno The trick is to set the real wage (real exchange rate) low enough and
to adjust it gradually upward to the expected real wage in the rest of the world until
the excess labor pool is exhausted. al! at a minimum costo

We show in the appendix that the optimal path for the real wage is something Ijke
AB or CD in Chart 2. The important feature of this adiustment path is that domestic
labor (the real exchange rate) is initially undervalued but convergestoworíd levels at

the end of the adiustment periodo This means that the real exchange rate is initjally
distorted but converges to a sustainable leve!. In evaluating the stability of the

system, this feature of the optimal adjustment pathis all important.

A country with a very large stock of labor to employ willwant to set a real exchange
rate that appears to be grossly undervalued by conventional measures. But {he

undervaluation fades away over time and with it the need for controls over capital
flOW$ and other policies needed to insure internal balance discussed below.

.Consumers 01 cheap imports in the center benefit from rapid import penetralion but we observe that

although their willingness to compensate losers is important, it has often failed [O outweigh the power o f

import competing industries in what could be characterized as a beggar'thy-neighbor policy. Competitive

devaluation or commercial policy have therefore cIten been imposed. A contribulion from the periphery to

capital in the center is a possible addilional sweetener to avoid this impasse.





As long as private market participants understand that policy is driven by the
objectives set out above-the optimal path for the real wage rate-the 5ame pattern
of real priva te capital flows and trade account will be generated by either a fixed or
managed float exchange rate arrangement. From the balance-of-payments
accounting identity, it follows that the path of real and nominal official intervention is
invariant to whether a fixed rate or managed float regime is chosen. Those who
argue th~ necessity of switching to a managed appreciation because of the large
accumulation of .official reserves are missing the basic policy problem and its

resolution. Moreover, switching from fixed to managed floating, perhaps in the face
of political pressure from the center, would not alter the real nQture of the transition.

The Key Role of Financia! Repression

A key to this regime is the ability of the government to repress real wages for an
extended period of time. In our framework. this is equivalent to controlling the rate
of inflation and the nominal exchange rateo Given a foreign rate of inflation and an
intemational interest rateo this clearly requires that the link between domestic and
international interest rates be broken. In our view China has more than adequate
controls on domestic and international financia! transactions to make this possible.

Purchases of international bonds are strictly controlled. State owned or
controlled banks provide all the claims available for domestic savers.

o the government se~s the interest rate on these bank liabilities and
rations bank credit to the private sector

o growth in the foreign part of the monetary base is determined by the
current account surplus plus targeted net direct investmentinflows.

In .this repressed domestic financial system. growth in domestic credit from the
banking system is a residual, that is, the difference between desired money base
growth. (determined by the desired rate,of inflation!. the growth in the demand for
money and the growthinthe foreign part ofthe base.

Domestic. savings not purchased by the banking system are absorbed by sales of
domestic treasury or central bank securities to households and firms. Note that as
long as the real interest rate that clears this market is not above the return on US
treasury securities or other forms of investing the fx reserves the government can
absorb domestic savings and intermediate into foreign bonds at a profit.

The government rations credit to the private sector by forcing the banks to buy
govemment securitíes through liquidity and reserve requirements and then rations
the remaining credit to the private sector at fixed lending rates. This of course sets
up strong incentives for prívate tenders and borrowers to 90 offshore or to alternative
domestic intermediaries. We assume that the government is an effective
counterforce to sl!ch financia! innovation for the requisite amount of time.

Interna! Balance

The macro management problem forthe government in implementing this policy is
daunting butsimple enough to set out. In pursing the employment .o:bjective. a
distorted real exchange rate will create imbalances in the economy that require an
additional policyinstrument. As noted above, the bottom line is that the government
mustbe able to manage the domestic real interest rate throl!ghout the adjustment
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period to keep the domestic economy in balance. Thegood news is that the
problems arelarge but diminish over time.

T o make this argumento assume the economy. aside from the 200 million. is in a tull
employment equilibrium with eftective capital controls. no initial net international
investment position. and an exchange rate that balances trade. To set theproblem in
motion. now imagine that 200 million unemployed people appear from the provinces.
As discussed ;:¡bove. !he path for the real exchangerate that salves the absorption
problem involves a sudden real depreciation that is gradually eliminated. The
exchange rate pa\h that solves theabsorption problem the!eforesubsidizes exports
relative 1.0 imports and the trade balance initiatly moves from balance to surplus.!o

The initiat current account surplus must equal the amount by which domestic

(government plus private) savings exceeds domes tic absorption. It follows that a rise
in the domestic interest rate is needed to reduce absorption relative to savings, But
what happensto the interest rate that insuresinternal balance over time?

During the adjustment period the trade surplusas a share of GDP will decline and
may move ínto deficit as the real exchange rate appreciates and domestic income
grows more rapidly than foreignincome. A surpluson the service account will
appear and growas net asset accumulation generales net capital income. But the
overall current account as a percent of domestic GDP will.fall for any reasonable set
of parameters.lt followsthat the domestic interest rate will fall over time as a
smaller share of domestic absorptionis crowded out by net transfers abroad. This
mitigates the interest differentialpressure on capitalcontrols.

Sterilization and Inflation

The relevant capital flow "probJem" in the face of expected revaluation is large
private capitar inflows. Clearly if prívate capital inflows augment the monetary base
and in turn increase domestic inflation, real wage gr'owth will be toa rapid and the
transition will be toa shortto accomplish thegovernment's objectives. However, if

capital inflows are sterilized, and if domestic financia! repression allows the
government to finance reserv~ creation by issuing low interest domestic securities,
the inflationary impact is eliminated.

This is an empírica! issue. Capital controls and financia' repression do not last forever
but neither does the regime we are describing. We simpiy observe 1hat to date the
Chinese government has been very successful in hitting an aggressive inflation
target. Some observers have suggested that overheating and an inflationary spiral
are already underway. In OUT view, !hat is more of a prediction than an observation.
Time will te]'. but we would point out that there are many reasons why inflation may
have increased in recent months. In general, a growth rate of 8+% has not
generated inflation in China. In our view increases in reserve requiremenls last year.
a form of sterilization. have already reduced the growth in money and credit.

Moreover this has been accomplished with no increase in administered interest
rates.

,o An important mitigating factor is tha1 adjustments in commerciar policy are likely to encourage impons.

For example, Ú1e initial condition for China is a large gap between the effective exchange rate lar impons
and expons. In fact, China has not run a large overall trade surplus to date. Inpart, this próbably reflects
large declines in tariffsassocia1ed with ascension to 1he WTO.
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Soun:s: CErCo

If the capital account is liberalized. expectations of appreciation that afea centra]
feature of the regime discussed below will generate capital inflows. Moreover.
market-determined domes tic interest cates would make sterilization expensive and
so inflationwould be the eventual resulto But ~e do not expect opening ofthe
capital account oi deregulation of domestic interest rates. It follows that the
economic linkages between exchange cate policy and inflation clearly relevant for
capital account countries donotnow existo and we do not expect themto materialize

formany years.

The TransÍer to I::oreign Capital

The regime set out so far encourages capital formation in export industries and
makes room for this new investment inthe domestic market. But it does not
suggest that nonresident direct investors are the best placed to do the investing.
Recalt however that the investor has to expect that the foreign markets for exports
remain open and that the political costs of displaced workers in the importing
countries mustbe compensated.

A transparent but unrealistic example will help make the point. Suppose the right to

supply capital is allocated by the government through .licenseson a project-by-project
basis. The gap between the domestic and world real wage wouldthen be captured
by selected capitalists.'1 Moreover. the Qovemment could lend through domestic
balance sheets to the direct investor and finance this by sales of securities to the
domes tic market. The government can reduce .the pOliticál costs to foreign
~overnments associated with rapid export groWth by allocating some of this capital
to foreign investors from countries that allow the rapid groWth of imports. In the
present context, with the US absorbing muchof the exports. this allocation would go
to US firms. This provides an economic rent untilthe convergenceof realwages at
T. whichis not competed away because entry into foreign direct investment is

rationed bythe Chinese government.

The ioreign investors then become a well-financed and effective lobby to counteract
the resistance 10 the restructuring of the US labor force away from import

'1 More precisely, shared between the investor and thegovernment and perhaps govemmentofficials.

See Razin and Sadka (2002) lar an interesting discussian o(the allacatianolrents.
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substitutes...2 Each time a worker is matched with foreign capital, the direct investor
gets a benefit equal. to the discounted value of the wage differential plus the normal
retum to capital. The excess returns are implicitly paid by the Chinese workers
accepting the low but rising real wage, Indeed, from the US balance sheet
perspective. there is no real export of capital from the US to China. AII is financed by
torced Chinese savings, both the US current account deficit and the onshore loans to
the foreign investor. The US balance sheet taken as a whole simply intermediates
between low yielding Chinese deposits and high yielding FDI investments.

But perhaps this. method of local intermediation is toa transparent and difficult
politically. Instead, the government could sell the same domeslic security mentioned
above but, rather than make a [can to a direct investor. purchase international
reserves in the direct investor's home credit market. This acquisition of foreign
assets favors the importing country in general rather than just the foreign investor.
The foreign investor then has to borrow in the importing country at his own normal
cost of funds. and then buy yuan to make it investment. Part of the subsidy -to the
foreigner is then given to the importing country as a whole. part to the FDI investor in
the form of rents from access to low real wage labor. Again, no real capital flows
from the US toChina-both the US current account deficit and the measured FDr
outflow are financed by Chinese savings. Whether it is booked as FDI orinvestment
managed by foreigners is irrelevant.

Po.iitically. thi$ is perhaps better beca use there is an arms length relationship
between the government and the foreign investor. With this more competitive
mechanism we would expect that the surplus generated by access to low wages in
China would be absorbed by adjustment costs. In this case direct investors from
countries with open import markets might enjoy a competitive advantage over other
foreign and domestic investors beca use they can more effectively mobilize profits to
make transfer payments to their tellow residents.

At this point we do not understandwell the mechanism that allocates investment in
the export sector, its profitability or the distribution of those profits. It is also quite
possible that direl;t investment is restricted or the risk that tne po.\icy regime might
end prematurely requires excess profits 'in arder to insure entry. Thenet profitability
of direct investment is an important ingredient in the evolution of net international
investments positions during the transition. Data on profitability of direct investment
in China is anecdotal at best. We can make a reasonable guess about the gap

between the real wage and marginal product of labor, but we do not ha ve much
information about the distribution of the implied surplus. This is an important topic
for further research.

What About the Accumulating Balance Sheet Positions?

Headline numbers for reserve accumulation and the US current account deficits
seem to suggest that the main end game problem is the accumulated net
international investment position of the center and the periphery. But net positions
are !he diHerence between two much larger gross assets and fiabilities. Just as in
the original Bretton Woods System, official intervention, !hat is.. large oHícial capital
outflows from the periphery are largely associatedwith prívate capital inflows to the
periphery. In our view the financial intermediation and the capital gains and losses

'2 We rafar to "foreign investors" and not "foreign direct investors" because in1his example they are

financed by Chinese saving intermediated through domestic balance sheets.



generated will substantially mitigate problems associated withthe net international
investment positions generated byexportled groWth.

At1he end of the transitionperiodthe government ofChina will hold alarge stock of
US treasury anrl other securities on which it has earneQa relatively low but positiye
rate of return. It will also have incurred a large stock of ¡iabiJities to domestic
claimants. Bu!. a1 the end of the game, both of these wili carry thesame international
interest rateo The US will hold a large stock of directinvestment which pays the
world equity rate going forward but which has paid amuch higher rate during the

adjustment intervalo

It may be instructive to take another !ook at the end of the original Bretton Woods
system with these !\VO .pointsin mind. While a ca!eful historical comparison is
beyond our resources at the moment it is clear tha~ the United States did not run
large trade deficits leading up to the 1971-73 crisis that ended the regime. The
"balance of payments deficit" that observers focused on at the time was tne liquidity
balance, a concept that put short term capital inflows below the line. As Oepres,
Kindleberger and Salant (1966) pointed out in their celebratedletter to the Economist.
this concept of a d~ficit ignores the legitimate role of financia! intermediation in
international financia! arrangements. To be sure, financial intermediation can lead to
instability and crises. But the problem is much more subtle and the "Iessons" from
countries that have run large and persistent cur:rent account deficits may not be of
much use in evaluating thenew Bretton Woods.

Conclusions

What makes this perpetual motion machine run is, of course, the assumed zero
(actually negative) product of the pool of excess labor that we are implicitly
associating with the outcome of a market-determined real exchange rate and
allocation of domestic and international savings. This provides a free lunch that
everyone can share thr9ughcurrent Asian policies.

We have done sorne sirnutations with plausible rates of accumulation and returns
and find that the transition to the new steady state need not imply a iarge continuing
net transfer. So the system ends with a smooth adjustment The government of
China will have a rnoreproductive capital stock andwill haye managedto emptoy 200
million people in world-level wage íobs. The US will own a nice chunkof the Chinese
capital stock.and wilf have rnade afine excess return dú!ing its accurnulation. .There
are evenmutually offsetting cross-border claims against each other that can serve as

escrow against confiscation.

Duringthe adjustment period.. many dimensions of this development program are
distorted in the periphery. But one thing that is not distorted is the knowledgethat at
the end of the transition capita1 invested in traded-goods industries will have to
compete on an equal basis with capita) invested in other countries. We see no
practical alternative to imposing this discipline on an emerging market and at the
same time accelerating the absorption of a 1arge and politicallydangerous pool of.
labor. The feasibility of maintainingan undervalued exchange (ate through monetary
policy and controls on domestic and international capital marketsfora long time can..
ot. course. be questioned. Bu(this is an empirical question. At the momentwe do
not see a mechanism in the case of China forsignificant circumvention of their

financia1arrangements and regulations.
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Appendix
The logic of the dynamic path for real wages

The optimal strategy for the government ¡s to set .lhe initialwage and the rate of
change in thewage in arder toemploy fully the stock of laboral a minimum costo

Consider first therate of change for the real wage. An additional unit of .labor
employed provides a nonnegative yield to the government b. A.unit of unemployed
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labor costs government a yield of -f. The yield b can bethought of as tax revenue or
political support for the government. The yield -r might be transfers to the
unemployed or political opposition.

The Hprice" the government expects to paythe foreign investor to encourage the
global absorptionof this labor must fallatthe rateb + r.

Sour~~_DB Global Ma~ls R~~

T o see this. suppose instead that the government kept the wage constant for two
consecutive time periods. Aconstant wage generates a constant excess rate of
return. which is sufficient to overcome the resistance of the labor restructured in the
importing country. It thereforegenerates a constant flow of new employment. If the
wage in the first period was set slightly lower than in the second period.. for the
same average wage. less unemployed labor will be carried over joto thesecond
periodo The carryover is costly so a constant wage cannot be optimal. The
government can get the same increase in emplQyment at a lower cost by

frontloading the adjustment.

The incentive with which the govemment sweetens the provision of labor to
investors is thedifference between the domestic real wage andtheworld real wage.
This difference must fall, that is, the market wagemust be expected to rise.

There are two reasons for the flowdemand by the foreign direct investor to be
decreasing in the wage rateo First. we make the usuafassumption that investment
instal1ation costs rise in the rate of investment over time. the usual bottleneck
argumento lt follows that a rapid adjustment requires a greater cost of capital per
worker~ 'Secando investors have to make transfers to offset the pQlitica! power o{
displaced workers in the imp9rting country. Again. it seems likely that the
adjustment costs in the country restructuring its fabor market are increasing ín the

rate of import penetration.

The optimality of the rising price path is the central insight of the exhaustible
resource modelo Chart 3 is a stylized representation of the problem ofabsorbing an
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exhaustible excess labor pool. Paths ABand CD satisfy this rate of change condition.
Path AS starts from w"a relatively highinitial real wage, and increasesat rate b+ r.
PathCD begins with w2 and risesatthe same rateo The full so)ution to the Hote!.ling
(1931) prbblem requiresthat the g6vernment set the initial wage so that the initial
stock of labor is emplóyed when thedomestic wage rises to theworldwage. Clearly
a lower initial real wage path CD generates more tota)employment ayer the interval
from !o tOl2 as compared to pathAB from !o to T; It follows that the integral of
employment increases as the initial wage declines and only one initial wage fully

employs the initial labor supply, Italso follows that a countrywith a very large stock
of labor to emplqy will want toset a real exchange rate that appearsto be grossly
undervalued by conventional measures.13 .

13 The idea that internal balance isan important determinant 01 me "equilibrium" exchange rate is a very

cid cne. See Nurske .(1939).
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